Since its very first pop-up bakery event in 2013, Sweet Sneak has been growing from a
fun project into a creative food studio. Today Sweet Sneak Studio helps other companies
strengthen their brand experience by using the power of food, designing concepts with
a focus on events, communication strategies and visual work. We understand design as a
broad field – in our daily work, design is reflected in several layers and includes the creation
of visuals and communication material as well as design of event spaces, food set-ups all
the way to food itself as a design object.
We are therefore looking for someone from the field graphic design or photography who
shares our passion for food, aesthetics and telling stories.
The internship consists of assisting our team in:
››

Branding and corporate design

››

Packaging design

››

Graphic and space design for events

››

Food styling, photography and post-production

In addition to your passion for food, you should show the following skills:
››

Currently studying graphic design, food design or photography

››

Passionate about design that people can enjoy

››

Outstanding sense for conceptual thinking and an eagle eye for details

››

Not afraid to take initiative and work independently

››

Problem-solver mentality

What can we offer you?
››

Hands-on experience in an ambitious creative studio

››

Responsibility and freedom to let your creativity flow

››

Good vibes: At Sweet Sneak Studio we achieve the best results by working together

››

Great atmosphere: Work with us in the nicest studio in town or sneak into the coolest
venues all around Copenhagen for our projects

››

Lunch, coffee & snacks

Formalities
››
››

Duration: 4-6 months, part-time (15-20 hours)
Compensation: the internship is unpaid. Good amounts of delicacies to be expected
though!

››

Start date: August / September

Digital or analogue, typed or handwritten, quiet or loud.
We look forward to meeting you!
antje@sweetsneak.com
www.sweetsneak.com
Sweet Sneak Studio
Vesterbrogade 111
1620 Copenhagen

